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Kirsch (21 considered an optimal control problem of the exterior Robin 
problem for the Helmholtz equation in two dimensions. Our aim is to extend 
his results to the case of three dimensions, to all wave numbers k > 0, and to 
the boundary data in the corresponding Hilbert spaces of distributions on the 
boundary. Section 2 contains preliminary results concerning the Robin 
problem for the Helmholtz equation. In Section 3 we prove the existence of a 
solution of the optimal control problem. In Section 4 we present a numerical 
method. 
2. THE ROBIN PROBLEM FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQ~AUON 
Let -c2;, c R3 be a bounded domain with the boundary /‘ being an (n -- 1) 
dimensional differential manifold of the class C’ and R,,, is locally placed on 
one side of I: Let R = R3\Gi,. The elements of i,j, I2. I‘, etc., are denoted 
by s. the ith partial derivative of u is denoted by 2, U, and A = 2; <,f. The 
normal n(x) at x E I- is directed into Q. Let D c 0 be any bounded domain 
with the boundary TU r,, where r, c Q is a manifold of the same class as 
I‘. The normal of r, is directed away from D. The complex Hilbert spaces 
H”(D) and H”(f), /s/ < 1, are defined as in Lions and Magenes 16 1 and their 
norms and scalar products are denoted by Ii. llIj,J. (. i s),),, and I/ G /15, (. 1 .),. 
respectively. The spaces H”(D) and Ho(T) are identified with their dual 
spaces and, therefore we have H-‘(D) = (HA(D))’ and H ‘(r) = (H’(T))‘. 
(s 1 ,< 1. The value of u E H ‘(D) is denoted by (U i L’),~ and. similarly. (U ~ I‘ 
stands for u E HpS(T), L’ E H’(T). The norms of the defined spaces are 
supposed to satisfy I(u 1 u)I < I(u~/~, //v 11%. We also need the Hilbert space 
Hi(D,A)=juEH’(D):AuEHo(D)} with the norm u-+~‘ull= { v~I;~,, -:~ 
IIAU II:;., 1 IJ2. The trace operator yo: H’(D)+ H”‘(T) is an extension of 
y,,u = u if for u E C’(D) and the operator 7, : H’(D, A) -4 H ’ ‘(I-) is an 
29 
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extension of u + Ci ni(X) a,u(x), u E C’(O), u ] r, = 0, aiu 1 r, = 0, by 
means of Green’s formula 
(AU 1 v),,l)+kj aiu(x) ai”(x)dx+ (Y*“l YOu)=o9 
I LJ 
as given by Aubin [I]. The symbol y0 is also used for the trace operators 
HS(D)-* HS-“2(l-), s E If, I[. 
If a sequence {u,: n E NJ converges trongly to an element u in a Hilbert 
space H, we write u = lim u, or U, + U. If this sequence converges weakly to 
U, we write U=W--limu,. 
Let ME LP(H”*(r), H-“*(T)) such that Im(zi 1 Mu) > 0 and k > 0. The 
Robin problem considered here is 
(A + k*)u = 0 on Q, 
Y,U + MY,U =f, fE ,-“*(I’), (2.1) 
&U(x)+‘kU(x)=o(l/]x]), ]x]--tco. 
Let B c l2, be an open set B c ai,, and let us consider the functions 
x +P ]x -y ] -i exp{-ik (x --y ]} for all possible y E B. Their finite linear 
combinations determine the linear space Z(k) of the functions on 0. We 
define F(k) = y&?‘(k)) and E(k) = y,(R(k)). Then (Limit [4]) we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Here F(k) is dense in H”*(r) and E(k) is dense in 
H-“*(r). 
Let H(k) be the closure of Z(k) in H’(D). Then H(k) is also closed in 
H’(D,d) and we have 
LEMMA 2.2. The operators yO: H(k) + H”*(T), yI: H(k) + H-“*(T) are 
homeomorphisms. 
The operator y = y, y; ’ : H’/*(T) -+ H-“*(r) is also a homeomorphism. 
The operators y,,, yi , y depend on k, and y and y-l can be represented by 
means of certain integral operators on r if k* is not an eigenvalue of the 
interior Dirichlet problem. We have (Limit [4]), 
IF I PI a cm II 24 II:,* 
for a certain c(T) independent of u E H”‘(r). 
(2.2) 
LEMMA 2.3. The operator A = y + M: H”‘(r) -+ H-“*(T) is a 
homeomorphism. 
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Proof: Let us suppose that u E HP”*(T) is orthogonal to the range R(A), 
i.e., (v / Au)- ,,2 = 0 for all u E H”‘(r). There exists w E H”*(T) such that 
(v I z)- I,2 = (a I z> f or all z E H-“2(T). Hence (W /Au) = 0, u E H”*(T) * 
Im(@/yw)=-Im(~(Mw)<O*Im(ti~yw)=O (Leis 13])* u’=oa 
v=o. I 
THEOREM 2.4. Boundary value problem (2.1) has a unique solution u 
satis-ving u E H’(D) for every bounded domain D c L?. 
Proof: LetfE H-“*(T), u0 = (y + M)-‘f and 
u(x) = ~ (u, / yG(x - .)) + (yu, 1 G(x - .)). x E 0, (2.3 1 
where G(x) = -47r 1~1~’ exp(-ik 1x1). We assert that u on Q defined by (2.3) 
is the solution of (2.1). The function u on Q satisfies the Helmholtz equation 
and the asymptotic conditions in (2.1). It remains to prove the boundary 
conditions on r and u E H’(D). Lemma 2.1 implies the existence of a 
sequence (u,: n E NJ cZ(k), Y,,u,, + u, in H”‘(T). Then (yl + My,) u, -+ f
in H-“‘(r). F rom [4, Lemma 2.11, it follows that !ju, - u,,I~~,~ -+ 0 and. 
therefore, U, - u, + 0 in P(S) for every closed set S c R. Green’s formula 
for u, - u,, on D gives 
llun - %ll;5.’ = (1 + k2) II% - %lIi.o - G, - u,n I Y(Un - u/n)) 
- 1 (u,(x) - u,(x)> -I’, & (u,(x) - u,(x)) d-x, 
implying the existence of u E H(k) such that u, --) u in H(k). The integral 
representation 
u,(x) = -(Y,u, I YG(X - .I) + (wo I (3-x - .I) 
and the convergence you, + u,, imply (2.3) for u = lim u,. Hence u E H’(D) 
and (yl + My,)u = lim(y, + My,) u, =J 1 
3. AN OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
Let u be the solution of (2.1) and 
(3.1) 
where (Ix /, 6’) are polar coordinates of x. The function A may be considered 
to be a function on the unit spherical surface r,, centered at the origin. We 
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have A E P(r,). Let x E @‘(r,) be a real distribution and h: H”‘(r) X 
Y(H”‘(Z), H-“‘(r)) x H-“*(r) + R defined by h(u, MJ) = 011 IA I’). 
Let P c H*‘*(r) and flc Z--“‘(r) be weakly closed sets such that 
c(Y)= s~p(]]f]I-,,~:f~sT} < co. Let s E 10, 1/2[, c(M) > 0, and let us 
define the set 
A0 = {M E LP(W(T), ITS(T)): A4 = M, + M,, Im(C 1 MU) > 0, 
IIM, II < 44, Re(Q I M,u) < 01, 
and a subset M c J0 which is closed in strong operator topology. 
The optimal control problem considered here is defined by 
sup{h(u, M,f): U E P’, A4 E .A,fE ST} (3.2) 
together with (2.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A(M) = y + M. There exists an a > 0 independent of 
M E A0 such that 
Proof Suppose, contrary to the assertion of Lemma 3.1, that 
{M,, w,: n E N) exists, )I w 1) n ,,* = 1, such that (W, I A(M,) w”) -+ 0. Then 
Im(E, 1 yw,) + Im(@, I M, w,) + 0, (3.3) 
Re(@,, I yw,) + Re(ti, I M, w,) --) 0 (3.4) 
=Am(#, I yw,) -+ 0 because of Im(u I yu) > 0. Let us define W, = y; ‘w,. The 
boundedness of { W, : n E N ) cHO(D) follows from [4, Lemma 2.11. Then 
Green’s formula 
II WI;,, = (1 + k2) II w”llhl- (Wn I YWJ 
W,,(x) dx, 
implies the boundedness of { W,, : n E N } c H’(D). For every t E [0, 1 [, there 
is a subsequence { W,,,,: k E N } such that there exists a 
W = lim W,,,, E H’(D). We have 
Im 
a 
W(x) - 
an(x) 
W(x) dx = lim Im(fl, 1 VW,) = 0 
*W=O in Cm(12)=s-W 
= 0 in H’(D) (using (3.5)) 
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7- 
= lim(-Re(w,, 1 yw,)) = hm I/ W, iljI,, 
(using (3.4)) 
- 
* 11m /I WI’ Ilk I 
= lim Re(E, / M,w,) < lim Re(G, I M,, w,,). 
as Re(ii I M,u) < 0. Hence 
as lim w, = y0 lim W, + 0 in H”‘+‘(D). Therefore, Re(P,, / ~w,) + 0 -a. 
(M’,/yw”)+o~w,+o, contrary to the supposition in the proof, 
//Mu,// = 1. I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Now sup(l\A(M))‘ll:M~ HO} < l/a. 
LEMMA 3.3. The function h is bounded on NO x i. 
Proof. By using the integral representation (2.3) and standard methods 
in the theory of distributions, we easily prove that 
IW MJ->I ~~(Il~,ll:~2 +- Ilwoll~ ,;2>3 (3.6) 
where U, = y,u and p does not depend on u,,. From Corollary 3.2 we have 
ll~,ll,,, = lI(y+M>-VI,,2 < a-‘Ilfll-,,2 < a-‘~(~> => lhl G ~a--~@?' 
(1 + II Y#). I 
To ensure the solvability of the optimal control problem (3.1) (2.1), we 
have to suppose the following condition: 
((U,M,f)E2vxX.MxXF:(y+M)u=f)#0. (3.7) 
Let a=sup(h:(u,M,f)E~x,~x3} and let (u,,M,,,f,} be a 
maximizing sequence. We say that the optimal control problem (3.1), (2.1) 
has a solution (u, M,f ] if (3.7) holds, f = w - limf,, Mw = lim M, w for 
every w E HS(Z-), U=W-limu,, where u,=(‘r’+MJ’f, and 
u = h(u, M,f ) = lim h(u,, M, J,). 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf A is bounded in L/(H”(ZJ, H-“(T)) and (3.7) holds, 
then the optimal control problem (3.1), (2.1) has a solution. 
Proof. By passing to subsequences and using the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem. as in Limit and Mikelic IS], one can prove the existence of an 
operator M E .A such that Mu = lim M,u for every u E H”(f). Here the 
operators M, as well as the operator M are compact from H’(f) to 
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H-“‘(I’). Again, by passing to a subsequence, there is an f E jr such that 
f = w - limf,. Let u,, = (y + M,)-‘f,. Because of Corollary 3.2, /I u,]I < 
a - ‘c(F) and, by passing to a subsequence, we obtain u E ZJ’, 
U=W-limu,. Then yu=w-limyu,. Let U,,=Y;‘U~, U=y;‘u and let 
A, and A be defined from U, and U, respectively, as in (3.1). Then we have 
A = lim A, in P(rm) and h(u, M,f) = lim h(u,, M, ,f,). 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. ZfA is bounded, jT is compact in H-“*(T), and (3.7) 
holds, then a solution {u, M,f } of (3.1), (2.1) can be selected to satisfy 
u=limu,,Mu=limM,u,,f=limf,. 
ProoJ Let (u, M, f } be as in Theorem 3.4. By passing to a subsequence, 
we can obtain f = limf,, , and MU = lim M,u, as in [5]. Then u = lim u,, as 
U,=y-yfn-M,u,)-ty-l(f-Mu). I 
4. THE GALERKIN-PETROV METHOD FOR A SPECIAL CASE 
Let (g,:kEN}cH~“*(T) and {I,,: k E N} c Y(H’(T), H-$(T)) be a 
sequence of compact and uniformly bounded operators. Let ST be the closure 
of mkgk:ClPkl*< 11 and let M be the closure of co((Lk}) in strong 
topology. We suppose that F is compact. Let { yi: i E N } be a dense subset 
of B and let us define n-dimensional spaces F, c H”*(T) spanned by $i, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, #i(x) = G(x - y,). Let us define n-dimensional spaces E,, 
H, c H-“*(r) by E, = y(F,) and H, is spanned by elements 
xi, i = 1,2 ,..., n, where xk are defined by (xk 1 u)- ,,* = (Jk 1 u) for every 
u E H-“*(T). Then the set U F, is dense in H”*(T) and the sets UE,, U H, 
are dense in H- ‘/* T imic [4]). Let P, be an orthogonal projection in 
H-“*(r) with the (ra!riF H The equation P,u = 0 is equivalent to the 
system of n equations (Jk I u;lO, k = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Let Mn = (2; A,L,: Ak > 0, C; ,Ik = 1) and Fn = (x7 ,ukgk: 
We look for an approximation {u, , M,, f,} to a solution (u, M, f } of (3.1), 
(2.1) in the form 
where real numbers 1, and complex numbers rk, ,u, have to be determined 
from the optimal control problem 
P&G, + M,un) =P,fn. (4.1) 
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LEMMA 4.1. If (u,,, M,,f,} is a solution of (4.1). then 
II u, II < a - ‘40 (4.2 1 
Proof: Let u, = C: tk#k be a solution of (4.1) and let us define 
11, = Cy r,xk. The norm of v, can be estimated as 
l(vn I w>- L/Z I 
lIL’,l/-I:2=suP j llw,/-1~2 :M.+q 
= sup 
I 
I@, I WI :wfO <l!u,ii, ?. ( 
l/wII- I/2 \ 
Let A, = P,A(M,) = P,(y + M,). We have 
ll~,~,il~,,2 = w 
I 
I(~,%l I W)L1/2l 
/I wll-li? 
:wfO( > /(A.u.l~~,,)-1~2/ 
\’ llL’,ll ,;2 . 
Because of (v, 1 A,u,)) i,* = (P,v, I Awn) a 112 = (v,, IAwn) 4,) I z = 
(ii, / A (M,) u,,), we have 
a A,~ ‘: H n + F, exist, ((A;‘(/ ,< I/a (from (4.1)) s (4.2). 8 
THEOREM 4.2. Let s, = (u,, M,,f,) be a solution of (4.1). There exists a 
subsequence (s,,(~, : k E IN) and a solution (u, M,f) of (3.2), (2.1), such that 
u = lim 24,(k)) M, u = lim Mntkj unckj, f= limf,,,,. (4.3 1 
Proof. The existence of s = (u, M,f) satisfying (4.3) can be proved as in 
Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 by using Lemma 4.1. It remains to prove 
that s is a solution of (3.2), (2.1). Let s* = (u*,M*,f *) be a solution of 
(3.2), (2.1), h* = h(u*,M*,f*) and A* defined by (3.1) using u*. There is 
a sequence ll~,ck,, Mnck,, fnckj} E F,,n(kj x&,,, x 3&, such that u,,~, 4 u*. 
IV,,(~) u,,(~) + M*u*, f,,o, -+ f *, and then YU,(~, --t yu *. Therefore, A n,k,, 
defined by (3.1) using u,,(~), has the property An,kj + A * in Cm(rrz). Hence. 
h * = lim h(v,,,, , Mntkj, fn(k))- Let qk = Pn(kdYUn(k) + MnCkbvnck) -fnCk)) and 
W n(kj = v,,(k) - (y + M,(kJ)-1 qk. Then w,(~) -+ u* because of qk -+ 0 in 
H-“‘(r). In addition, P,o,[(y + FM,,,,,) w,,(~) -f,r(k) 1 = 0. Therefore. 
0 < Wh* - h@,(k), M,,(k)rf,,&) < Wh* - h(W,,k,, Mn(k,,fn,k))) 
= lim(h* - h(u,,,, 3 M,,(k) ,f,,(k,)) = 0. 
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Remark 4.3. Optimal control problem (4.2) written in terms of A,, 
Re rk, Im rk, Re ,u~, Im ,uk has the form 
P,(Re tk, Im tk) + sup, 
Q,,@e sk, Im rk91Zky Re,%, lmflk)=OT 1 = 1, 2 )...) 2n, 
2, > O, In,= l, I v [(Red* + (Irnflkj2] < 1, 
where P,, Q2, are quadratic polynomials. 
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